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Who is Amedia

Amedia is Norway’s largest publisher of 
local media titles with newspapers 
covering the whole country, including one 
national brand.

Our titles have a daily audience of two 
million readers, and we have 660,000 
paying subscribers. Most of the 
newspapers have number one positions in 
their local community.

Everyday our 1,000 journalists produce 
more than 1,000 news articles.
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What was the problem and for who
We discovered two clear needs

1) For our users: After the introduction of digital subscription our readers frequently 

asked why we could not give them access to more news sites without having to buy a 

new subscription every time, or to remember and administrate numerous log-in 

details. The cost and the friction to use more news sites were simply too high.

2) For Amedia: The huge daily production of news stories were only sold and read in 

the region they were made. We wanted to utilise our distribution power to give our 

high quality content more readers and capitalize further on our news production. We 

wanted to give our unique content a larger paying audience (new subscribers), and 

launch an upsell product to existing customers to increase ARPU.
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We decided to answer the user needs
In May 2020 we introduced +Alt (eng: plus everything)

One premium subscription for full access to all paid content from more than 70 

news sites all over Norway

- Including download and free use of more than 70 news apps

- Only one username and one password to remember

- Seamless navigation across all news sites when you have signed-on in one of them

- Family-sharing of your subscription to up to five persons in the household

- Suggested next best articles to read from other news sites branded “+Alt”

- A new welcome track with partly personalized newsletters for all new customers

- Continuous product development to increase engagement, user habits and loyalty
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More than 70 news titles in ONE service
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Our subscribers can read as much as they want 
across more than 70 news sites
1. For our users: The friction is gone. They can pick-and-choose articles independently 

of which Amedia site they are on. No additional usernames and passwords, or disturbing 
log-in boxes. They are willing to pay a premium that is higher than for one normal 
subscription, but less than for two or three newspapers.

2. For Amedia: Our journalism gets a much wider reach, we can upsell to existing 
customers and recruit new subscribers. The reason to become and to stay as a 
customer is stronger because you get a much richer product. The value proposition is 
simply better.
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Articles from other news sites are suggested on 
the front pages and in articles as reminders
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I.e. suggested articles from different 
newspapers in your region.

Smartembed with 
+Alt-suggestions on 

the front page

Text link in an article

Teaser on front of local newspaper:
For +Alt subscribers only
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So, how did it go?

Team member in Mars 2020:
- Hah! If we pass 50,000 users,

 I will SHAVE MY HEAD!
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We did!
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We got 120,000 paying subscribers in 8 months!
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...and the users love it!
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+Alt became the THIRD LARGEST news subscription 
service in Norway, year 1!
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Norway has a population of only 4,1 million above 18 years.
660,000 of them are subscribing to an Amedia title.

A total of 120,000 +Alt-SUBSCRIPTIONS is huge in our scale.

86,000 were NEW SUBSCRIBERS
34,000 were UPSELL of a new product to EXISTING CUSTOMERS

If viewed as a standalone subscription service, after a mere six 
months in operation, +Alt claimed third position in number of digital 
news subscribers. The only two larger were Norway’s two largest 
national news brands, with 100 years of history.

Growth is still strong.
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Sales and brand campaigns
co-branded with the local news sites in their region
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Engagement is increasing
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+Alt: Daily users
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All participating newspapers increased their 
revenues in 2020 because of +Alt
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Amedia’s subscription 
revenue has been 
bolstered by several 
million NOKs per month 
due to the launch of +Alt 
– with income still growing. 

In no time, +Alt has 
become a significant 
provider of monetary 
value on our bottom line. 




